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On November ro" through the 14th I attended the NLC Cities Congress and Exposition in San
Antonio, Texas and participated in the Fall Energy, Environment and Natural Resources
Steering Committee workshop. The three major resolutions approved by the committee were:
Protecting Forests from Hannfullnfestations, key is that millions of acres of public and private
land in the west are being destroyed by the mountain pine beetle, a native species whose
natural population size and migration patters have significantly altered by droughts and warming
temperatures cause through climate change.

the others included Principles for Product stewardship: An average of 254 million tons ·of trash
are produced each year in the United States; over 75 percent of consumer waste consists of
products and packaging which contains acids, plastics, petroleum by-products, mercury and
other heavy metals that undermine public health and the environment when not properly
disposed. .

(
The third resolution forward to the NLC Board was: Climate Change Adaption. The challenge of
climate change represents a critically important issue for the safety and well-being of
American's citizens with potentially disastrous effects on the nation's cities. Recently the
Pentagon addressed this issue with expressed concerns that climate change, as it continues,
could present a serious National Security issue.

I also attended a number of workshops and facilitated discussions. The most informative and
valuable, for me, was a General Session Presentation with Dr. William Freund, Chief Economist
Emeritus, New Your Stock Exchange the key speaker.

Highlights of his comments were as follows:

• The current Great Recession rivals the '29 Stock Market Crash and Depression in many
ways.

• Most financial experts acknowledged that an economic bubble was looming in the
horizon, but few wanted to accept that fact.

• One of the prime factors for this economic collapse was the massive leveraging by major
corporations, businesses in general, especially the consumer. This not only affected the
financial markets in the United States but throughout the world.

• There is still"one more shoe to drop", and that's commercial real estate, it has yet to hit
bottom. .

Dr. Freund believes that the recession will likely turn around in the next 12- 18 months, but
consumers will drastically change their ways of purchasing behavior.
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His initial remarks were of a general assessment and cause and effect results for the current
"crash" affecting the general population, the private sectors and world economies. He then
segued his remaining remarks to the public sectors, especially local and state governments and
their future budgetary challenges under the current pension and retirement systems ..

His comments were brief and to the point. He said that many of the top rating bonding agencies,
and other financial advisors were strongly advising clients to "DUMP MUNIES!" That because
of the "Current Platinum Retirement and Pension structures" many of these highly respected
agencies were deeply concerned about the future financial stability of local government
agencies under the current systems. Needless to say, there was resounding concurrence from
the hundreds of local elected officials in attendance who represented every region and sector
from throughout the country.

I will be sending a letter to the city council to that effect in the near future.

Much like we did in the exploratory stage and meticulous pre-planning for Proposition L, and the
extensive and detailed work by staff of all three cities in planning the recent merger of specific
fire services, we need, and will, continue to explore other new cost savings through regional
cooperation of similar. services.
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